Essay Topics for all MS in Mathematical Finance Applicants

The following 3 essays are required:

1. Describe your decision to pursue an graduate degree, highlighting the following:
   a. Your motivation for pursuing a master’s degree in mathematical finance (250 words)
   b. Your reason for choosing to apply to Boston University (250 words)
   c. Your immediate post-graduate career goals and 5-year career plan (250 words)

2. Describe a situation when you faced an ethical challenge in an academic environment. What was the impact of your decision on you and your classmates? (250 words)

3. Answer three of the following six short answer sentences: (100 words each)
   a. Introduce yourself to your future BU MSMF classmates
   b. My interest in finance developed when...
   c. My most significant professional experience was...
   d. An interesting fact about me is...
   e. To prepare for a career in finance, I know I will need to...
   f. I am most passionate about... It makes me unique because...